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Abstract: Problem statement: Chemotherapeutic drugs have been used to treat malignancy for over
50 years, but the potential of cytotoxic agents to suppress immunity and interfere with
Immunosurveillance (IS) of cancer has been largely ignored. Assuming that the immune control of the
cancer had a priori already failed, the effect was not considered to have a major impact on treatment
outcome. Approach: We reviewed the literature of what is known about the effect of anti-cancer on
immune function and their effects. Results: Increasing evidence suggested a role for tumor specific
lymphocytes, as evidenced by the Graft-versus-Leukemia effect after allogeneic stem cell
transplantation and infiltrating tumor-specific lymphocytes. A strong relationship between robust
lymphocyte recovery after chemotherapy and favorable outcome, further suggested that cell mediated
immunity played an important role in preventing disease recurrence after bulk reduction of the tumor
by cytotoxic agents. Conclusion: We were beginning to discover mechanisms whereby cancer
treatments favorably affect interactions between the immune system and the malignancy. However, at
present our ability to use cancer chemotherapy to reboot the immune system in a controlled fashion
was limited. Future strategies may allow us to more efficiently link cancer treatments with immune
function, not only restoring but further enhancing IS by boosting T lymphocyte and Natural Killer
(NK) cell recovery, increasing tumor susceptibility to T cell or NK cell attack and inducing TumorSpecific Antigen (TSA) specific T cell responded with vaccines.
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been little explored. In this review, we summarize the
evidence for IS of malignant disease in man and outline
the immune mechanisms believed to be involved. We
survey what is known about the impact of anti-cancer
agents on immune function and immune surveillance
and outline future strategies to coordinate cancer
treatments with immunotherapy.

INTRODUCTION
Many chemotherapeutic agents used to treat
malignant diseases damage lymphocytes and
consequently suppress cell-mediated immunity. More
recently, new cancer treatment agents such as tyrosine
kinase inhibitors, thalidomide and its derivatives,
proteasome inhibitors and interferons, have been found
to have diverse immunomodulatory activities. While
chemotherapy and the new biologically active agents
have made a major impact on disease outcome-in
particular in hematological malignancies, such
treatment can affect the immune system either
adversely, by blocking Immune Surveillance (IS) of the
malignancy and permitting disease recurrence, or
favorably, by reprogramming immunity to increase
autologous anti-tumor effects. Somewhat surprisingly,
interactions between cancer therapy and immunity and
specifically the immune surveillance of cancer have

Immune surveillance of cancer: In the 1960s Thomas
and Burnet proposed the idea that lymphocytes
constantly seek out nascent cancers and suppress them
in a process they called “Immune Surveillance” (IS)[1].
Support for cancer IS came from numerous
observations of spontaneous tumor development in
immunodeficient mice and in congenital and acquired T
cell defects in man[2-4]. Today the concept of IS has
broadened, with the realization that the interaction of
the immune system with the malignancy is an ongoing
dynamic process where immunity is modified by the
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tumor and the tumor in turn is modified by the immune
system (so-called immune editing)[2,5]. The immune
control of malignancy is best viewed as an equilibrium,
which when perturbed, may lead to tumor escape or
alternatively to tumor control and elimination. A recent
study of carcinogen-induced spontaneous tumors in
mice supports this model as the most likely for cancers
developing in individuals with normal immune
competence[6]. When carcinogens were given to a group
of susceptible mice, a proportion developed cancers.
However, in 40% of mice that did not develop overt
cancer, occult tumors were found which grew poorly in
the presence of a competent immune system. In some
animals occult tumors underwent clonal selection and
then escaped to develop into lethal cancers, while
others remained tumor-progression free unless
immunosuppressed with cyclosporine. Immune control
of the tumor could be restored with interferon gamma.
These studies are important because they suggest that in
man a similar equilibrium between the immune system
and the cancer could be perturbed adversely by cancer
treatment.

described: e.g., Wilms Tumor 1 (WT1), proteinase 3
(PR1), fusion proteins products of chromosomal
translocation such as BCR-ABL in chronic myeloid
leukemia. T cells recognizing TSA are found widely in
malignant disease with increased frequencies
infiltrating the tumor or bone marrow in the case of
leukemia.leukemia-antigen specific T cells in CML
correlate with disease control[22,23].
5. Myelosuppressive T cells in Myelodysplastic
Syndromes (MDS): T lymphocytes contribute to the
marrow failure of some patients with MDS. About 30%
of patients with early stages of MDS respond to
immunosuppression with an increase in blood counts
and a loss on transfusion dependence[24,25].
Immune suppression by anti cancer drugs: Because
many anticancer chemotherapy agents cause DNA
damage they can have a profound effect on proliferating
lymphocytes as well as affecting generation and function
of antigen-presenting cells (monocytes, macrophages,
dendritic cells and B cells), derived from hematopoietic
stem cells. Many cytotoxic agents have both
immunosuppressive and anti tumor effects. Described
below are the better-known immunosuppressive
characteristics of anticancer drugs.

Immunosurveillance against human malignancies:
While it is generally accepted that IS plays a role in the
natural control of cancer occurrence and likely
regulates cancer growth, evidence for IS in man is
limited. Details of immune mechanisms in specific
diseases are lacking and evidence is often
circumstantial.
Evidence
supporting
immune
surveillance in man is listed below:

1. Cyclophosphamide: The alkylating agent
Cyclophosphamide (Cy) was one of the first cytotoxic
drugs to find a role in treating autoimmune disease.
Unlike other alkylating agents Cy does not cause
marrow stem cell failure and even in large doses it
induces only a brief period of cytopenia. Cy has been
widely used for prolonged periods at low doses of up to
150 mg daily to induce lymphopenia and treat
autoimmune disorders such as systemic lupus. Cy has
for many years been successfully used at high doses
(200 mg kg−1) as a single conditioning agent to
immunoablate aplastic anemia recipients prior to
allogeneic Stem Cell Transplantation (SCT)[26].

1. Tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes: Tumors with high
frequencies of infiltrating lymphocytes have a more
favorable prognosis (colon cancer[7,8], ovarian cancer[9],
lymphomas[10-12], chronic lymphocytic leukemia[13]).
2. Viral tumors: Epstein-Barr Virus (EBV) and Human
Papilloma Virus (HPV) tumors occur in states of T cell
deficiency[14,15]. EBV lymphoproliferative disease
responds to adoptive T cell transfer and removal of
immunosuppression[16].
Congenital immune deficiencies predisposition to
lymphomas and leukemia[3].

2. Methotrexate: Methotrexate is well established both
as an anti cancer and antileukemia drug and also as an
immunosuppressive agent. A cycle-active drug it can be
used either in high dose single infusions or in lower
repeated doses typically in autoimmune diseases. It
induces apoptosis and clonal deletion of activated T
cells[27].

3. Allogeneic stem cell transplants: Allogeneic T cell
and Natural Killer (NK) cell immune control over
hematological malignancies and some solid tumors
(graft-versus-leukemia
and
graft-versus-tumor
effects)[17,18].

3. Anthracyclines: This group of widely used drugs are
powerfully cytotoxic to T cells inducing apoptosis in
cycling and non-cycling cells[28].

4. Tumor Specific Antigens (TSA)[19-21]: A wide
spectrum of tumor-specific antigens have been
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4. Purine analogs: (6-mercaptopurine, thioguanine,
azathioprine, cladribine, pentostatin and fludarabine)
specifically target lymphoid cells which use adenosine
deaminase in nuclear synthesis. While older agents
(6MP and thioguanine have found a place in the
treatment of Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia (ALL)
and Acute Myeloid Leukemia (AML) respectively,
drugs such as azathioprine have been used more for
their immunosuppressive capacity to treat autoimmune
diseases. The newer agents fludarabine, pentostatin
and cladribine are not only active in lymphoma
treatment but have been used in stem cell
transplantation for their powerful immunosuppressive
properties in conditioning regimens and more recently
to induce lymphopenia to improve engraftment of
donor lymphocyte infusions[29].

3. Tumor susceptibility to immune destruction:
Drugs can render tumor cells more susceptible to
immune destruction either by upregulation of target
molecules to T cell and NK cell attack, or by directing
cell senescence and death towards favorable pathways
of antigen capture and presentation by APC. About 5
azacytidine
enhances
tumor
antigenicity
by
upregulating MHC class I and tumor antigen
expression, increasing release of proinflammatory
cytokines and danger signals and promoting antigen
uptake by DC and killing by NK cells[40].
Topoisomerases enhance susceptibility to NK cell
cytotoxicity through upregulation of MicA/B ligands
for the NK receptor NKG2D[41] mitomycin, 5fluorouracil, doxorubicin and cisplatin , increase
expression of Death Receptors (DR) 4/5 and Fas
rendering the cell susceptible to destruction by T cells
and NK cells expressing the corresponding ligands
TRAIL and Fas ligand[42,43].

5. Steroids: As well as being powerful
immunosuppressant’s, corticosteroids are widely used
in the treatment of malignancies and in particular in
lymphomas. As well as being directly lympholytic, they
attach to corticoid receptors on many cell types and
interfere with T cell receptor signaling[30].

4. APC: Many drugs such as doxorubicin and
mitomycin,
cyclophosphamide,
vincristine
and
methotrexate can enhance macrophage killing[36].

Immunomodulation by anti cancer drugs: It is now
clear that some cancer chemotherapies and newer anti
cancer drugs which damage malignant cells through
pathways other than by DNA damage have diverse and
complicated interactions with the immune response to
cancer. The main targets of these drugs are the
lymphocyte subsets, Antigen-Presenting Cells (APC)
and the tumor cell itself.

Lymphocyte
recovery
after
high
dose
chemotherapy: The regeneration of T lymphocytes
after chemotherapy is derived from two sources: The
immediate T cell recovery comes from expansion of
post-thymic T cells. Later, In children and adolescents,
but to a lesser extent in adults, regeneration occurs from
bone marrow derived prethymic T cells which undergo
maturation and selection in the thymus before emerging
into the post-thymic compartment as naïve T cells. This
process is slow and full recovery is constrained by
chemotherapy damage to the thymic epithelium and
reduced production of pre-thymic lymphocytes from the
marrow[44,45]. The effect of lymphoablation is to
generate a surge of lymphocyte growth factors
including IL-2, IL-7 and IL-15. This so-called
homeostatic drive causes rapid expansion of both T
cells and NK cells which compete for growth factors to
restore the lymphocyte count to normal levels within a
few weeks. The recovering lymphocyte repertoire is
distinct from a quiescent repertoire in having a
preponderance of NK cells which are the first
lymphocytes to recover, clonal expansion of CD8+
memory T cells (including tumor-specific T cells),
especially if stimulated by the relevant antigen and a
reduced frequency of Treg[46,47]. Experience from
lymphocyte-depleted stem cell transplants suggests that
most NK cells are regenerated from CD34+
progenitors[48]. These early recovering NK cells show
some unusual properties: They are more immature,

1. Lymphocyte cytotoxicity: Some drugs can promote
immune reactivity to the tumor through promotion of
the T helper1 (Th1) inflammatory cytokine producing
cells (paclitaxel, cyclophosphamide)[31], enhancing NK
cell reactivity ( IMiDs[32], bortezomib[33,34]), In contrast
tyrosine kinase inhibitors such as imatinib and dasatinib
are immunosuppressive blocking T cell function but
sparing CD4+ CD25+ FoxP3+ regulatory T cells
(Treg)[35].
2. Blockade of suppressor cells: Three suppressor cell
types (Myeloid Derived Suppressor Cells (MDSC)),
Tregs and plasmacytoid DC are thought to play an
important role in limiting immune responsiveness to
cancer[36]. Drugs which block these suppressors may be
important in facilitating immune control of tumors.
Gemcitabine can block MDSC[37], IMiDs and
cyclophosphamide block Tregs[32]. During lymphocyte
recovery from chemotherapy antitumor immunity is
enhanced by a relatively slow recovery of Tregs[38] and
plasmacytoid DCs[39].
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from unrelated donors[60] identify the lymphocyte
count within one month from transplant as a powerful
predictor of outcome and relapse with higher counts
conferring better results. NK cells are the first
lymphocytes to reconstitute after allogeneic and
autologous SCT[49] and in an analysis of lymphocyte
phenotype and lymphocyte count in the first month
after transplant for leukemia we found that the NK
count on day 30 rather than the CD3 lymphocyte
count was the strongest predictor of outcome
suggesting that the degree of donor NK cell recovery
was instrumental in controlling residual disease after
the allograft[48].
Accumulating data suggests that the predictive
impact of lymphocyte recovery on disease relapse is not
restricted to allogeneic SCT. The favorable effect on
disease relapse has been described after autologous
SCT for multiple myeloma[61,62], lymphoma[62-64] and
AML[65] and also after remission induction
chemotherapy for AML and ALL[66,67]. The analysis
by Behl et al is of particular interest[66]. These
investigators evaluated the impact of Absolute
Lymphocyte Count (ALC) on recovery in newly
diagnosed AML patients treated with standard
induction and consolidation chemotherapy. Superior
Leukemia-Free Survival (LFS) was observed when the
ALC exceeded 500 cells mL−1 at all time points
between days 15-28. In patients with counts greater
than 4500 cells µL−1 the median LFS was not reached
while patients with a lower lymphocyte count had an
LFS of 11 months. Multivariate analysis demonstrated
ALC greater than 500 cells µL−1 at all time points to
be an independent prognostic factor for survival. The
researchers speculated that the beneficial effect on
relapse was through NK cell recovery. The best
evidence that NK cell function after chemotherapy has
an impact on outcome in AML comes from work by
Lowdell who measured the “Leukaemia Cytolytic
Activity" (LCA) mediated by CD56+/CD3-natural
killer cells of patients entering remission[68]. Disease
relapse was associated with a significantly lower LCA
than those who remained in remission beyond 2 years
and lack of LCA in remission predicted subsequent
relapse within 2 years. They concluded that NK cell
function was critical to the maintenance of remission
after chemotherapy for AML.

express fewer Killer Immunoglobulin-like (KIR)
receptors but overexpress NKG2A. They exhibit less
cytotoxicity but secrete more cytokines than mature NK
cells[49].
Immunosuppressive effects of multiple cycles of
combination chemotherapy: While individual agents
clearly have immediate effects on lymphocyte counts
and immune function, the widespread approach of
treating both hematological and non-hematological
malignancies with repeated cycles of chemotherapy
given over many months has a prolonged and profound
suppression of cell-mediated immunity. This is evident,
for example, in the occurrence of opportunistic
infection in patients treated for acute lymphoblastic
leukemia and the need for continued prophylaxis
against pneumocystis infection. Mackall has
extensively studied immune function in patients with
solid tumors receiving multiple chemotherapy
cycles[44,50]. Such treatment causes depletion of CD4
lymphocytes, which is more pronounced in adults than
in children because younger individuals have more
ability to restore the T cell repertoire through the
thymus. CD8+ T cell numbers recover within about
three months after chemotherapy but this is mainly due
to an expansion of CD57+ effector CD8+ cells with a
persisting depletion of the central memory pool.
Bruserud et al studied immune recovery in patients with
Acute Myelogenous
Leukemia (AML) after
chemotherapy with anthracyclines and cytosine
arabinoside. The treatment caused lymphopenia, but
residual T cells proliferated normally[51]. Specifically,
CD4+ T cells proliferated in the presence of allogeneic
stimuli and autologous leukemic blasts. Their findings
suggested that the lymphopenia accompanying AML
induction chemotherapy can precede accelerated
lymphocyte recovery with conservation of antileukemia function[52].
What is the evidence that cancer chemotherapy
affects immune surveillance?: The most compelling
evidence of the relationship between immune recovery
and IS comes from an increasing number of
observations that lymphocyte recovery in the first
weeks after lymphopenia induced by chemotherapy or
Stem Cell Transplantation (SCT) for hematological
malignancies is a strong predictor of outcome, such that
higher lymphocyte counts around 30 days after
lymphodepleting regimens is associated with less
recurrence of the original disease. A relationship
between lymphocyte recovery and disease relapse was
first described after allogeneic SCT where several
studies in SCT from matched siblings[53-59] and one

Opportunities for improving IS with chemotherapy:
It is becoming clear that rather than negatively
affecting immune interactions with the tumor
chemotherapy-at least when used initially to reduce
tumor bulk can act beneficially by rebooting the immune
system, breaking tolerance to the tumor and restoring IS.
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for their alloreactivity to the recipient cancer by KIR
group mismatching and expanded in vitro prior to
infusion[73,74]. Alternatively, more speculatively, patients
undergoing multiple cycles of chemotherapy could
undergo lymphocyte collection and cryopreservation
prior to chemotherapy in order to prevent progressive
attrition of the immune repertoire by rein-fusing aliquots
of autologous lymphocytes to restore immune
competence after each chemotherapy cycle.
CONCLUSION
For the last 50 years cytotoxic chemotherapy has
been one of the mainstays of cancer treatment. While
the ability of chemotherapy treatment to induce tumor
control and remission has continued to improve
(notably in the hematological malignancies),
chemotherapy often fails to prevent disease recurrence.
It is a sobering thought that while gaining the advantage
of tumor control with cytotoxic chemotherapy little
thought has been given to the idea that resurrecting the
immune system could reinstate effective IS. We are still
exploring ways to effectively combine cancer treatment
with immunotherapy. However the tools are now
available to study immune recovery, modulation and
function and determine the factors that produce rapid
lymphocyte recovery. Such understanding should lead
to realistic treatments to accelerate and enhance
immune recovery, upregulate antitumor responses and
transfuse T cells and NK cells. Beyond this is a
growing ability to boost immune control both by
enhancing tumor susceptibility to immune attack by
innate and adaptive lymphocyte responses. Successful
combination of chemotherapy with immunotherapy
would appear to be the best way forward for improving
the ability of chemotherapy based treatments to prevent
disease recurrence and increase cure rates for many
malignant diseases.

Fig. 1: Interaction of drugs with immune regulation of
tumors showing potential treatment strategies.
Key: MDSC: Myeloid Derived Suppressor Cell;
T: T lymphocyte; NK: Natural Killer cell; DC:
Dendritic Cell; Treg: CD4+, CD25+, FoxP3+
regulatory T cell. IL-15: Interleukin-15
Figure 1 outlines various approaches in use or under
development. The use of anti-cancer treatments not only
to treat the malignancy directly but also to exploit the
immunomodulatory mechanisms is still being explored;
several strategies have now been applied clinically.
The homeostatic drive: The lymphokine-driven
homeostatic drive that influences both T cell and NK
cell recovery has been exploited to enhance in vivo
expansion of ex vivo selected tumor infiltrating
lymphocytes to treat melanoma. This strategy has
resulted in sustained numbers of expanded tumorspecific T cells and some dramatic tumor
regressions[46,69]. Alternatively the period of T cell
expansion (in the relative absence of Tregs) offers a
unique opportunity to boost T cell responses to tumor
vaccines[21,70]. Since the pace of lymphocyte recovery
appears to be an important component of restoring IS, it
would be logical to use cytokines to boost lymphocyte
recovery. Although IL-2 and IL-7 have been explored,
the most effective agent is likely to be IL-15
unfortunately not yet available for clinical use[71,72].
Immunomodulation Judicious incorporation of
immunomodulatory drugs described above is under
active development[36,40].
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